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Wit
h the daily freak show of American politics, you might be forgiven for not noticing one of the
most horrific disasters in years: the devastating floods in the southwestern Indian state of
Kerala, at the tip of the subcontinent. More than 500 people have died, thousands of homes
have been inundated, and more than 1.5 million people have been displaced.

Kerala has not had a flood like this in a century, but it is the nature of the flooding that
signals its origins in climate change. Usually, the Indian monsoon occurs in June and July:
here, they continued through August, but with a twist: there were fewer total rainy days,
but those days that did get rain were significantly and severely wetter. On August 15th –
India’s Independence Day — the state got 13 centimeters, about 13 times normal. This
pattern is precisely what the IPCC predicted in its 2007 report.

Perhaps the greatest tragedy of the situation is that Kerala has long been a model in India
of, if not good governance, then at least better governance than anywhere else. With a
strong history of working-class social mobilization, it has achieved many development
indicators far ahead of the rest of the Union and Asia — areas like life expectancy, maternal
mortality, poverty, electricity penetration, literacy, etc. It will need all of its social resources
to claw its way back.

But then the next flood will come: the IPCC report predicted 100-year floods every four-to-
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five years. Unlike many of the biggest emitters, India also is particularly vulnerable to
climate effects. Any new development model will need to include a significant amount of
climate adaptation. Currently, Kerala lacks any integrated climate adaptation strategy. It
needs one, soon.

http://www.moef.gov.in/sites/default/files/KERALA%20STATE%20ACTION%20PLAN%20ON%20CLIMATE%20CHANGE.pdf

